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Abstract: Unlike many other developing nations India experiences a unique
spatio-temporal cultural, economic, political diversity both natural and
manmade. It is thus important to understand the source of national identity,
the centripetal force that has held all the elements together. Historically
exposure to various unifying forces in form of kingdoms and empires both
native and foreign has contributed much to its composite culture. India
exhibited exceptional tolerance and collaboration. The struggle for
independence further strengthened the national identity which was later
reaffirmed by the constitution of India. However, certain contemporary
issues like lop sided development and disparities, extreme regionalism,
insurgency, left wing extremism and ethnic discrimination and violence
have challenged the national unity and endangered safety and security. The
paper strives to redefine the existing ideologies and social norms of
national unity. However, we suggest reinforcing national unity by
inclusion of a cultural, political and economic unity to forge a united
nationhood both in concept and practice.
Keywords: India Unity, Secularism, Socialism, Sovereignty, National Unity
and Security

Introduction
For a country as vast as India, diversity is the
longitudinal local time difference of two hours with its
vast span of geographical boundaries. Beyond this
spatio-temporal diversity of place and time, with climate
ranging from alpine to tropical rainforests and
approximately twenty-two national languages and
numerous dialects spoken, several new dimensions get
added to the diversified image of the unified nation.
Geopolitically, it consists of twenty-nine states of which
few are as vast and populous than several important
European countries (Banks, 2007; Bopegamage, 1971).
Economically, states like Maharashtra and Gujarat thrive
on modern capitalist modes of production, states of
Madhya Pradesh, Bihar and Odisha still are largely
dependent on agricultural economy. However, the
starking reality is that still regions like Vidharba in
Maharashtra and KBK in Odisha have witnessed
drought, famine, hunger and mortality.
This diversity Sui-generis raises in mind the question
that what holds India as a nation? Is it the shared

political belongingness to one state or the composite
cultural heritage or the spirit of nationalism rooting from
our past struggle for independence? The question that
still is a debate is what gives India the identity of a
nation and keeps it united despite of its natural and manmade diversities. Literature review clearly establishes the
fact that India being one of the oldest civilisations of the
world has several mythological and cultural viewpoints
of national unity that has shaped and restruced our
contemporary idealogical interpretation of a nation.
Perhaps travelling back in time and exploring the history
of making of this nation, one can observe a succession of
events where India was ruled by different dynasties of
rulers including the Mughals, the Kushanas, the
Mauryas, the Lodhis and the Britishers (Brass, 1991;
1994; 2005). Although many of these rulers were native,
still India has also faced the exposure of new cultures,
languages and life-styles from those rulers who belonged
to foreign land. However, the introduction and
amalgamation of the foreign culture, polity and
economy to our indigenous counterparts was indeed a
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and largest federal polity of the world. Therefore,
fostering national unity in terms of collective national
identity calls for social reforms and ideological
innovations. Strategic and social policy implementation
and their successful access by the citizens irrespectiev of
caste, cree and gender holds the true spirit of national
unity and identity. Thus, in this study we address the
exisiting social challenges to this fast developing nation,
where questions pertaining to basic livelihood and
national security still remian loud but largely unheard.

slow and passive process (Brass, 1994). Ultimately,
different equations of blending were set for different
regions of India and what ushered in the postindependence era was a civilization that paved the path
for today’s India (Bulag, 2002). The modern, dynamic
and independent civilisation has glimpses of socioeconomic diversity and rich culture with high degree of
tolerance for the existing and inherited differences in
the society (Chaturvedi, 2002).
However much to its credit, the period of British rule
in India led to the extensive rise of the spirit of
nationalism which transcended the geographical
boundaries, primordial identities of caste and religion
to forge a united front to overthrow the colonial rule.
The constitution of India, has very precisely captured
this spirit and celebrated the identity of being a united
nation by mentioning in its preamble to secure all its
citizens fraternity as well as securing the unity and
integrity of nation (Desai, 2005; Goswami, 2004;
Kochanek and Hardgrave, 2007). A secular country
with equal respect, tolerance and cooperation towards
all religions, tribal autonomy and rights with guarantee
of full participation in the broad socio-cultural polity
are indicators of the modern united India (Desai, 2005).
In addition to the existing provisions and several
instances of subsequent amendments for ensuring
effectiveness of federal polity (Goswami, 2004), three
tier system of government, All India services,
integrated judiciary (Kohli, 2001), Single citizenship
and freedom of trade, commerce and habitation
(Krishna, 1996) have further consolidated the striving
efforts of this developing nation for promoting united
nationhood over prevailing regionalism, extreme
nationalism, fascism and aggressive expansionism.
Indeed it was a moment of pride for the whole nation
to recall the process of nation building and
commemorating the birth anniversary of the greatest
“Bismarck of the east” Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel by
celebrating the day as National Unity Day. He displayed
the courage to integrate and merge the puzzle pieces of
five hundred fifty-two odds of princely states into the
erstwhile independent India (Krishna, 1994; Ludden,
2005). Further, restructuring of All-India services with a
vision to implement centralised recruitment and training
to ensure highest standards of service to the states was
another such achievement of the nation under his
leadership (Ludden, 2005). He envisioned and translated
into reality his dream of transforming small states into
viable economy and cultural units based on linguistic
identities where developmental goals were largely
sustainable for the state and the nation as a whole
(Mason, 1967). Today, when the country identifies
Sardar Patel as the nation’s figure of unity, it’s an
achievement of every citizen of the nation who has
carried and maintained the feeling of a strong, secular

Issues Infesting India’s National Unity
In the contemporary context where India is tailoring
its external affairs and foreign policies to maintain a
congenial international relation, the ongoing boundary
disputes with some of the neighbouring nations still
questions the nation’s identity. It’s safe to assure that
once we are integrated into the territory of a sovereign
state, we have also achieved “nationhood”. With the
ongoing debate on whether India is a state or a nation;
newer challenges to national unity have emerged both
from within and without.
“The biggest threat of a small country is its powerful
neighbour and for a big country as like India is its
internal vice-Voltaire.” Chinese expansionism, illegal
occupation of the Aksai-Chin area in Jammu and
Kashmir, claims over Arunachal Pradesh (Mason, 1967),
Pakistan’s illegal claim and occupation of the areas of
Jammu and Kashmir (Mookerji, 2004; Nehru, 1938) are
some of the leading instances of growing separatism and
cross-border national insecurity. Terrorism has been
another big issue that India has been fighting for several
decades and on several instances enormous wealth and
human resource of the country have been sacrificed in
this national fight against terrorism.
Infiltration (Nehru, 1938), illegal immigration, drug
and arms trade (Mookerji, 2004), counterfeit currency
and translational organised crime have put our national
security in a jeopardy. Within the country post
globalization, India has witnessed a lopsided
development where stark regional disparities with
demands for land reforms (Mason, 1967), political
participation and autonomy taking militant forms across
the country. The “red corridor” consisting of the thick
forested area of the nine backward and agricultural states
of India are infested with left wing extremism (Patel and
Chopra, 1990). Political apathy to the needs and
aspirations of the backward regions of the country,
poverty, unemployment (Nehru, 1938; Varshney, 2003),
deprivation and development led displacement
(Varshney, 2003) have all served as impediments to
national unity which is essential for security and safety
of the nation. Regionalism and identity politics too have
led to infusion of parochial notion of regional interests
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over the broad national interests. Hate crimes, ethnic
discrimination against people from north east have been
widespread. Similary, incidences of exploitation and
violence against migrant working population from the
poorer states of the nation like Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and
Odisha have been reported (Patel and Chopra, 1990).
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